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Redding Reloading Equipment Adds
New Competition Seating Die for the 6 MM Dasher

Cortland, NY….. With the renewed interest in this great cartridge, Redding
Reloading Equipment is offering their renowned Competition Seating Die for the 6mm
Dasher in 2018.
The 6mm Dasher has been on a positive growth trajectory for some time now in
Bench Rest Competition. Redding has fully supported it with dies from their custom
series. With the cartridge setting so many records and new brass entering the market, for
2018 the 6mm Dasher joins other long-range precision cartridges as a regular catalog
item in Type–S Bushing Die sets with a Competition Seating Die available as well.
The Type –S die sets use an interchangeable bushing for the neck sizing portion
and are offered as a full length, 2-die set or a neck sizing 3-die set which also includes a
body die. These may be paired with a standard seating die or now in a Type-S Match
configuration with the new Competition Seating Die. All dies are available individually
so a prior owner may upgrade to the Competition Seating Die without the need of
purchasing and new die set.
Redding continues to add cartridges to it standard product lines as consumer
demand and industry support grows. It is also important to note that Redding continues to
produce truly “Custom” die sets as well. The Engineering Group at Redding requires only
a chamber reamer drawing or 5 fired cases from the firearm in question to quote the
production of dies for virtually any caliber and firearm which can be made with a 7/8 x
14 TPI die body. Prices are quoted on an individual basis depending upon the complexity
of the chambering and any need for tooling. Those seeking dies for a truly unique or
obsolete cartridge should contact the Redding Custom Die Center in the company’s
Engineering Department. E-Mail: engineering1@redding-reloading.com>
Redding Reloading Equipment has focused on building the finest quality,
American Made products for the precision handloading market since 1946. To learn more
about our ongoing commitment to the precision handloader and to request a copy of the
new 2018 Redding catalog visit: www.redding-reloading.com
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